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"Well said M~ Northcote": Hester Thrale Piozzi's 
Annotated Copy of James Northcote's Biography 

of Sir Joshua Reynolds 

Richard Wendoif 

H ester Lynch Thrale Piozzi was of two minds about Sir Joshua 
Reynolds. She greatly admired him as a painter-or at least as a 
painter of portraits. When he attempted to soar beyond portraiture 
into the realm of history painting, she found him to be embarrassingly 

out of his depth. Reynolds professed "the Sublime of Painting I think," she wrote 
in her voluminous commonplace book, "with the same Affectation as Gray does 
in Poetry, both of them tame quiet Characters by Nature, but forced into Fire 
by Artifice & Effort." 1 As a portrait-painter, however, Reynolds impressed 
her as having no equal, and she took great pride in his series of portraits 
commissioned by her first husband, Henry Thrale, for the library at their house 
in Streatham. 

As a man, on the other hand, Reynolds struck her as being as cool and 
diffident as his history paintings. Acknowledging that she had an "odd Partiality" 
for rough characters-"and even for the hard parts of a soft one!"-she confessed 
that Reynolds was "not much a Man to my natural Taste. " 2 He "seems to have 
no Affections," she wrote, "and that won't do with me-I feel great Discomfort 
in the Society of a Pococurante." 3 Weighing his virtues, in 1778, on a scale of o 
to 20 (as she did with many of her friends), she awarded him 14 in general 
knowledge, 12 in person and voice, IO in manner and in good humor, but flat 
zeroes in scholarship, humor, and wit. 4 A few years later, in 1781, she summarized 
her complicated view of Reynolds in a poem intended to accompany his self-
portrait in her husband's library: 

Of Reynolds what Good shall be said?-or what harm? 
His Temper too frigid, his Pencil too warm; 
A Rage for Sublimity ill understood, 
To seek still for the Great, by forsaking the Good; 
Yet all Faults from his Converse we sure must disclaim, 
As his Temper 'tis peaceful, and pure as his Fame; 

l Thraliana: The Diary of Mrs. Hester Lynch Thrale (Later 
Mrs. Piozzi), 1776-1809, ed. Katharine C. Balderston 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1942; 2nd edn., 1951), 
1:459-460. 

2 Ibid., 1:470. 
3 Ibid., 1:382. 
4 Ibid., 1:330. 
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Nothing in it o'er flows, nothing ever is wanting, 
It nor chills like his Kindness, nor glows like his Painting; 
When Johnson by Strength overpowers the Mind, 
When Montagu dazzles, or Burke strikes us blind; 
To Reynolds for Refuge, well pleas'd we can run, 
Rejoyce in his Shadow, and shrink from the Sun. 5 

Caustically judging her contemporaries with the eye of a rattlesnake (as she once 
characterized herself) ,6 Hester Thrale nevertheless realized that it was 
precisely Sir Joshua's accommodating nature-the affability and complaisance 
that were so widely praised by his other friends-that made it impossible for her 
to love him.7 And yet (she added), "one does not want everybody to be a Friend 
or an Admirer. " 8 

Hester Thrale's double-edged (if not always even-handed) portrayal of Reynolds 
emerges most clearly in the fascinating pages of Thraliana, the commonplace 
book given to her by her husband, a prosperous brewer normally unsympathetic 
to her intellectual pursuits. A second important source of information and opinion 
concerning Reynolds and his contemporaries-and Samuel Johnson in particu-
lar-has survived, however, in the form of Hester Piozzi's numerous annotations 
to her copy of James Northcote's biography of Sir Joshua. The 
second edition of Northcote' s Life ef Sir Joshua Reynolds . . . Comprising Original 
Anecdotes of Many Distinguished Persons, His Contemporaries, and a Brief Analysis ef 
His Discourses appeared in two volumes in 1818, five years before Hester Piozzi's 
death. Her attractive copy-with its extensive marginalia, thundering exclamation 
points (Figure 1), and elegant pointing hands-was presented to the Houghton 
Library by Mrs. Donald F. Hyde, now the Viscountess Eccles, in 1977, a gift to 
Harvard in honor of W. H. Bond and Sidney Ives. 

It was the rule, rather than the exception, for Hester Thrale Piozzi to anno-
tate the books she owned-and even some she borrowed. When her own library 
was sold in 1823, more than IOO multi-volume sets included her marginalia, and 
her notes were found to be of such interest by her nineteenth-century contem-
poraries that they began to publish them as early as 1829. 9 They were drawn to 
her annotations, as we continue to be today, by what Morris Brownell has called 
"the well-stocked mind and sprightly intelligence of their author." 10 "I have," 
she wrote, "a trick of writing in the Margins of my Books, it is not a good Trick, 
but one longs to say something & cannot stop to take out the Thraliana." 11 Here 
we sense the essential character of her work as an annotator, as a writer on the 
margins of other authors' books: spontaneous, unmediated, expressed in the form 
of a running dialogue with the author as she pursues her interest in "say[ing] 
something." Even with the relative success of her published writings, her 
essentially conversational style in those works reflects-as I have argued of her 
Anecdotes ef the Late Samuel Johnson-both her own character and the nature of 

5 Ibid., 1:473. 
6 Ibid., 1:414. 
7 For an account of Reynolds's complaisance-and for 

an extended account of Hester Thrale's relationship 
with Reynolds----see Wendorf, Sir Joshua Reynolds: The 
Painter in Society (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press; 
London: National Portrait Gallery, 1996), esp. chs. 
1-2. 

8 Thraliana, 1 :382. 
9 For a thorough discussion of the annotated sets, see 

Morris R. Brownell, "Hester Lynch Piozzi's 
Marginalia," Eighteenth-Century Life 3 (1977): 97-roo. 

10 Ibid., 97. 
l l Thraliana, 2:780. 
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Figure 1: Two of Hester Thrale 
Piozzi's thundering exclamation 
points in her copy of Northcote's 
Life of Sir Joshua Reynolds . 
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the complicated relationships she forged through the medium of lively and 
expansive talk. 12 

Hester Piozzi's commentary in the two volumes of Northcote's biography 
sheds light on a wide variety of subjects ranging from the accuracy of the text to 
her responses to some ofReynolds's most important paintings. For the most part, 
she thought that Northcote got things right. "Yes Yes; that is well said," she 
writes of Northcote's interpretation of Reynolds's design for the nativity scene 
in the windows at New College, Oxford (2:ro9). Later we find her inscribing 
"Well said M~ Northcote" at the foot of a page (Figure 2) as she meditates on 
the tendency of her friends to place far too much confidence in their eventual 
biographers: "even Pope trusted too far, &-Garrick might have had Johnson for 
Biographer" (2:2ro). 13 Occasionally she will note that "This Story is told wrong" 
(as in the case of Johnson thinking about Tom Thumb rather than listening to a 
dull companion haranguing about the Punic War), but more often she places a 
comment or one of her delicately drawn pointing hands (Figure 3) next to an 
aphorism or sentiment she finds especially interesting: 

[letter-writing is] an occupation which is 
more congenial to the idle and the vain, who 
are commonly very voluminous in their 
production of this article. ( 1 :iv) 

"A family, reared in indigence, is often 
rich in reciprocal affections; but afiluence 
gives to hirelings those tender offices 
which endear parents, children, brothers, 
and sisters to each other." 

(A quotation from Frances Reynolds; 2: u7) 

Many of the marginal notes in these volumes record simple responses to 
stories new and old ("very comical," "odd enough!" "an Excellent Answer"), 
but much of her commentary offers valuable amplification as well as opinion. 
Northcote's anecdote concerning the shyness of an actor in private company 
elicits this interesting response: " & Garrick was so embarrass' d when giving 
Evidence upon Baretti's Tryal-he said he did [not] recover for a Week" (1:287). 
The tribulations of Reynolds's portrait of George Colman, which became 
encrusted with soot and dust as it was drying, prompt her to generalize about 
Colman himself: "Poor Man! Emblematic of his Misfortune one would think" 
(1:158). A sententious boast by Northcote concerning Sir Joshua's stature among 
"men of genius" as he painted Laurence Sterne's portrait leads Mrs. Piozzi to 
reach a rather different and more subtle conclusion: "It shews likewise how 
highly in fav.r with the World was Sterne, who could give Importance to 
Compliments so trifling" (1:ro4). And Boswell, of course, is one of her favorite 
targets, as in her reaction to his wish to have lived in the "Augustan age of 
England" in the company of Addison, Pope, and Swift. Reynolds responded by 

I 2 For an analysis of the conversational style and focus of 
the Anecdotes, see Wendorf, The Elements of Life: 
Biography and Portrait-Painting in Stuart and Georgian 
England (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990), 191-206. 

13 Here, and in subsequent quotations, I have retained 
Mrs. Piozzi's original underlining of emphatic words 
or phrases rather than italicizing them. 
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Figure 2: "Well said 1\1.'Northcote" 
-i'vfrs. Piozzi meditates on 
the confidence her friends placed 
in their eventual biographers. 
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Figure y One of Mrs. Piozzi 's 
delicately drawn hands, pointing to a 

quotation from Frances Reynolds. 
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Well Said M': Northcote 

reminding the company that these figures were all dead, whereas Johnson 
pointed out that perhaps Boswell had lost the opportunity of "having his name 
immortalized by being put into the Dunciad!" "Very good," Mrs. Piozzi notes 
in the margin,"& said of the only Man who would have liked it" (2:189). 

Hester Piozzi's opinion of Reynolds's work as a painter is not only valuable in 
its own right, but it also augments our knowledge of various pictures and their 
subjects. It would be reasonable to think, for example, that Northcote could be 
trusted most when he chronicled his former master's career as a painter; this was, 
after all, Northcote's primary advantage as a biographer, given the relative lack 
of knowledge displayed by his predecessor, Edmond Malone; and it is therefore 
interesting to learn how often Northcote's accounts are challenged or corrected 
in Mrs. Piozzi's commentary. To Northcote's statement that there was only one 
marble bust executed of Reynolds, she adds, "Oh yes surely, one by Nollikens" 
(2:6). 14 To his claim that there was only one original portrait of Goldsmith by 
Reynolds-the one purchased by the Duke of Dorset for Knole-she responds: 
"no no; M: Thrale had one by Reynolds-a very fine one" (1:326). 

The various paintings at Streatham Park figure large in her commentary, 
moreover, as she attempts to set the record straight concerning their importance, 
composition, and even their cost. Northcote included an entire tabulation of the 
portraits and the prices fetched at their sale in l 8 l 6; Mrs. Piozzi corrects his 
account by noting that they had been hung in the library rather than the dining-
room, and she appends a note about their original price: "They cost 700 and odd 
Pounds, as the Executors Books bear witness; I think it was 767--but am not 
sure" (2:4). Northcote notes that Reynolds's price at the time was thirty-five 
guineas a painting and that he raised his price to fifty guineas in 1779, four years 
later, which provokes the following response: "& that made the Portraits at 
Streatham Park so high prized: because I had to pay for many of them after M: 
Thrale's Death, when they cost 50~ each" (2:86). 15 

Hester Piozzi was particularly exasperated by Northcote's description of 
Reynolds's close-up image of the partially-blind Johnson reading a book. 
According to Northcote, Johnson objected to the picture, complaining that "It 
is not friendly to hand down to posterity the imperfections of any man." 
Reynolds, on the other hand, argued that it was just such a "circumstance in 
nature" that actually characterized the sitter and therefore made the portrait more 
valuable. Here is the rest of Northcote's account, which is inaccurately quoted 
from Mrs. Piozzi's Anecdotes: 

14 The portrait-bust by Nollekens, now at the Victoria 
and Albert Museum, is illustrated in Boswell's Life of 
Johnson, ed. George Birkbeck Hill and rev. L. F. 
Powell (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1934-50), 4:555. 

l 5 Almost all of the paintings were eventually sold at 

auction (Mrs. Piozzi held back the portraits of 
Thrale and Arthur Murphy); see Mary Hyde. The 
Thrales of Streathatn Park (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. 
Press, 1977). 300. 
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Of this circumstance Mrs. Thrale says, "I observed that he 0ohnson) would not 
be known by posterity, for his defects only, let Sir Joshua do his worst:" and 
when she adverted to Sir Joshua's own picture painted with the ear trumpet, and 
done in this year for Mr. Thrale, she records Johnson to have answered, "He 
may paint himself as deaf as he chooses; but I will not be blinking Sam in the eyes 
of posterity." 16 

In the margin she justifiably writes that "I did not say it as here represented-
laying Blame on Reynolds; I excused him-in the manner M: Northcote says 
but there was no Trumpet in Sir Joshua's Picture, he is painted holding his Ear 
to catch the Conversation" (Figure 4)-a correction she then repeats on the fol-
lowing page ("no no"; 2:3-4). As for the other celebrated portrait of Johnson by 
Reynolds, representing him "with his hands held up, and in his own short hair," 
she quips, "looking like a blind Beggar" (1:234); see Figure 5.17 

There are several paintings, however, that she can praise with some enthusiasm: 
the portrait of Nelly O'Brien ("I thought She had been the Thais") and "M:s 
Nesbitt in Circe" ("very fine") and "Kitty Fisher in Danae" (2:232). "Very fine" 
is also the phrase she employs to characterize the great retrospective exhibition 
of Reynolds's work at the British Institution in 1813 (2:49), although such a 
judgment is not borne out by many of her comments in these volumes. She notes 
that his celebrated portrait of Mrs. Siddons as the Tragic Muse, "Tho' a Picture 
of most powerful Effect," is nevertheless "out of drawing"; the two hands, she 
argues, are too distant from each other (2:182). Of the equally well-known 
portrait of Lady Sarah Bunbury, she remarks (in a famous judgment that has often 
been repeated), "Lady Sarah never did sacrifice to the Graces; her Beauty was her 
Face which had few Equals.-but she was a Cricket Player, & eat Beefsteaks 
upon the Steyne at Brighthelmstone" (1:140); see Figure 6. She snipes at the 
comparison of Sir Joshua and Guido Reni in a poem by Hannah More 
("Reynolds & Guido together!"; 2:212) and-in perhaps the most interesting 
remark concerning any of the paintings-she corroborates Northcote's judg-
ment, at the end of his biography, that Reynolds often "lost likeness" as he 
attempted "to give character where it did not exist." "True in nu Portrait above 
all," she writes. "There is really no Resemblance, & the Character less like my 
Fathers Daughter, than Pharaoh's" (2:306). 

Important as the commentary on painting is within the marginalia, Mrs. 
Piozzi's real focus essentially remains trained on Johnson, whose complicated 
friendship-so warmly extended to her, and then so abruptly withdrawn when 
she married Gabriele Piozzi-was one of the most important components of her 
life. Thirty-four years passed between Johnson's death and the publication of 
Northcote's biography, and her Johnsonian commentary in these volumes 
reveals that time has healed her earlier wounds. The marginal notes indicate, 
moreover, how much she continues to relish the complexity of Johnson's 
character. When he lambasts the poetry of Otway's Venice Presetved, she is quick 
to point out that "I have heard Johnson quote those Lines as incomparable" 
(1:288). When Reynolds remarks that Johnson considered David Garrick to be 

l 6 It is worth pointing out that Mrs. Piozzi was inaccu-
rate in her own description of this painting, but in a 
different way: Reynolds, she writes, "had painted his 
portrait looking into the slit of his pen" (rather than at 
a book). See her Anecdotes ef the Late Samuel Johnson, 

LLD., in Memoirs and Anecdotes ef Dr. Johnson, 
ed. Arthur Sherbo (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 
1974), 142. 

I 7 A version of this famous portrait at Knole hangs in the 
Hyde Rooms in the Houghton Library. 
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his property, she declares that this "was the truest of all his Sentences" (2=75). 
When Northcote records how heavily Johnson drank while in Devonshire with 
Reynolds-so heavily that he could no longer speak-she reminds herself 
that "He told me the Story himself-& added that the Dose had not in the 
least affected his Mind or his Legs, only his Voice" (2:161). When Johnson 
simultaneously insults both Reynolds and Henry Thrale by suggesting that Sir 
Joshua paint on the copper at Thrale's brewery and that Thrale brew in it later, 
she remarks, "This is true. It was the only Time I ever knew him rough Sir 
Joshua. There was an apparent Caution of offending him" (1:237). 

As we flip through the pages of these two volumes, moreover, we realize that 
Mrs. Piozzi is involved in a complicated process of keeping score-and settling 
scores-not just with Northcote, but with everyone who shared in Johnson's 
affections and attempted to give biographical form to his life. Early in the narra-
tive, as she reads about the decisive meeting of Reynolds and Johnson at Admiral 
Cotterell's house, she notes that "Johnson told me this Story, but I forgot it till 
reminded by this Book" (1:71). But two pages later, as she is confronted by the 
fascinating and moving story of how Johnson was humiliated during another visit 
to the Cotterells', she writes, "I never heard this, tho' acquainted with M:' Lewis, 
Wife & Widow to the Dean of Ossory ne Cotterell." Two pages later, however, 
she remarks that "This I have heard." 

As she reads these pages, moreover, she finds herself face to face not just with 
her memories of Johnson, but with many aspects of her own long life. She is the 
sole survivor of this remarkable circle, and by immersing herself in Northcote's 
narrative she is simultaneously reliving her own life and finding herself among 
her friends once again. And because she appears as a character in the book she 
annotates, she occasionally makes discoveries that can be quite surprising to her. 
This is the case, for instance, with the well-known story of Reynolds and 
Boswell attending a hanging at Newgate. 18 Northcote suggests that Boswell and 
Reynolds chose this particular execution because one of the condemned men 
had been employed as a servant by the Thrales. In heavy, bold ink she confesses 
that "all this is new to me; 16 String Jack was the Man I believe, & had been 
Lady Lade (M: Thrale's Sister's) Coachman" (2:244). 

Elsewhere we discover her puzzling out the genealogy that links her with 
great-grandparents who had built Cotton Garden, Westminster: "I have their 
candlesticks" (2:160). Everywhere we find her attempting to set the record 
straight, tucking in loose ends, talking to herself by taking pen in hand. And 
occasionally, of course, we catch her correcting herself as she misreads a passage, 
comments on it ("Garrick would not have Said that Word before Johnson for 50 
& he loved 50 well enough"), and then realizes her mistake: "Oh! I don't see 
Johnson named" (r.234). Even here, however, as she confesses to her initial mis-
understanding of the passage, she draws attention to the inadequacies of the text 
in hand and reveals, once again, the nature of her own lightning-quick habits of 
reading. 

18 See Wendorf, Sir Joshua Reynolds, 31-32, 57-58. 
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